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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Sir/Madam,

Thank you very much for considering my manuscript MS: 5332912288003497. I appreciate the useful comments of the associate editor for helping me improving the article. All authors have revised the manuscript and have made necessary changes to improve the quality of the manuscript. Below is my response to the worthy concerns raised:

ASSOCIATE EDITOR'S COMMENTS:

"The authors have addressed the outstanding comments by adding a limitations section. However, the quality of the English language in the new limitations paragraph is very poor, and stands out unfavorably from the surrounding text which has been copyedited for wording and comprehensibility in the English language. I would like the authors to address this by rewording the limitations paragraph into the correct English language academic style, consulting with English speaking colleagues or professional copyeditors as appropriate in order to facilitate this."

Response: The limitation section is rephrased and re-worded as per instructions by the help of a native English speaker

Regards

Fahad Saleem